18 3/4" (475mm)

27 3/4" (705mm) approx.
Elongated 301/8" (765mm) approx.

51/2" (140mm)
N

161/2" (420mm) approx.
Elongated
181/2" (470mm) approx.

Sydney 305
1" (25mm) approx.

141/4" (360mm)
approx.

Sydney 305 Elongated
1/4" (5mm) approx.

16" (405mm)

Vitreous China Dual Flush
Low Consumption,
Two Piece
Washdown Toilets.

Sydney Cistern

PLUMBERS INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS PLEASE
READ CAREFULLY BEFORE INSTALLATION
15" (380mm)

Rough in:
It is essential for the installation of the Sydney 305 Two Piece
Washdown toilets that the closet flange be accurately set out
from the finished wall as detailed in Fig. 3.
6"
(152mm)

IMPORTANT:
Reducing Wax rings must not be used when installing this toilet
pan, as detailed in Fig. 2.
Working Water Pressure:
USA & Canada: Recommended working water pressure is 2080psi (140-550Kpa).

Bolt Fixing Centre

Inlet 21/4" (55mm)

141/2" (370mm)
Bottom Inlet

73/4" (195mm)
Inlet or overflow

317/8" (810mm) approx.

Sydney 1.6 gal (6 L) &
Sydney Smart
1.28 gal (4.8 L)
305 Round Front &
Elongated Bowl.

67/8"
(175mm)

Sydney 305 - 1" (25mm) approx.
Sydney 305 Elongated - 1/4" (5mm) approx.

Center Line of Outlet

Standard Wax Bowl
Ring

12" (305mm)
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Closet Bowl Fixing Procedure:
Reducing Wax Bowl
Ring

1- Position ‘T’ bolts into closet flange, as detailed in Fig. 3.
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2- Position wax seal onto closet flange.
3- Ensure that the area around the closet bowl is clean and free
from building material.
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Fig. 2

4- It is recommended that a bead of acetic cured silicone
caulking is applied fully around base of the closet bowl.

Tank Fixing
Detail

5- Accurately align the closet bowl over the closet flange and
lower into position.
6- Secure Closet bowl by hand tightening nuts and washers
onto the ‘T’ bolts.
Apply an additional 1/2 turn for final installation.

Nut

7- Remove any excess silicone caulking.

Inlet Valve
Connection
end

Tank Fixing Procedure:

Wing Nut

1- Ensure the foam seal is fitted onto the tail piece on the
underside of the tank, as detailed in Fig. 4.
2- Lower tank onto closet bowl, allowing the two tank
fixing bolts protruding below the tank to locate in the
corresponding holes in the closet bowl.
3- Fit the plastic wing nuts provided onto the tank fixing bolts
which are protruding through the closet bowl and gradually
tighten the left and right hand nuts by hand to evenly secure
tank to closet bowl.

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Foam
Tank Seal

Fixing
Bolt

(N) Non standard item. (Canada)
All measurements are subject to accepted manufacturing tolerances. To ensure complete accuracy
please check actual product dimensions before drilling for installation.
The manufacturer reserves the right to change specifications at any time without giving prior
notification.
This product should be installed by a qualified plumber. Local authority, Water Board, and Building
Regulations may apply to the installation of this product, and you should consult the appropriate
bodies on these requirements. Failure to comply may invalidate the product warranty.

4- Connect water supply and check operation.
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